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A. IUOi

*, A.l Ristouieal Per"setive

Measurements of dielectrie properties have boon used to monitor
chemical reactions in organie materials for more than fifty years. In 1934,
Kionle and Race (1 reported the use of dioleotrio measurements to study
polyesterification reactions. Remarkably, many of the major issues that are
the subject of this review were identified in that early paper: the fact
that ionic conductivity often dominates the observed dielectric properties;
the equivalence between the conductivity measured with both DC and AC
methods; the correlation between viscosity and conductivity early in cure;
the fact that conductivity does not show an abrupt change at golation; the
possible contribution of orientable dipoles and sample heterogeneities to
measured dielectric properties; and the importance of electrode polarization
at low frequencies.

Between 1934 and 1958, the literature is sparse, but significant.
-anesold and Petzoldt. writing in Germany is 1941 (21. cited a 1939
translation (31 of the abstract of a 1937 Russian article (which we were
unable to obtain) by Lomakin and Oussewa (41 in which a correspondence was
reported between the viscosity asd both the electrical conductivity and
index of refraction during the cure of phenol-formaldohyde resins. The
Manegold and Petzoldt papor foosses on the conAsutivity changes during
phenolie cure, examining the effects of both stoichiometry and catalyst
variation. Their experiments included simultaneous temperature and
conductivity measurements, permitting them to separate the intrinsic
temperature dependence of the conductivity from the reaetion-induced
changes. They further demonstrated with the catalyst variation that the
rate of change of conductivity after the onset of reaction varied with the
reaction rate. Flneman and Puddinston in 1947 (5,61 extended these
conductivity studies to resorciaol-formaldehyde resins and to a commercial
polyester, adding correlations with density measurements. Based on an
observed similarity between the data for the two resins, only one of which
loses water during eure. they concluded that the conductivity changes
observed during cure were due to the changing moloeular network, and not
simply to vote* loss.

Since 1958. an extensive experimental literature has developed,
primarily ou epoxies, and, to a lesser extent, on polyesters, polyimides,
phonolicos and other resins. Work in this area has besn greatly stimulated
by the Increasing importance of themosets as matrix resins in fiber
reinforced composites, and by significant improvements in instrumentation
and measurement methods.

One problem that has plagued the field has been the overwhelmingly
empirical nature of the research, hampered by inadequate models with which
to interpret the data. Furthermore, in only a few cases have the dielectric
measurements been quantitatively coupled with measurements of other
properties of interest, and often, experimental details that turn out to be
important in hindsight, were inadvertently overlooked during the original
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work. As a result, many veil intentioned ezperiments have somehow failed to
provide that cumulative insight into fundamental issues that must ultimately
accompany the successful scientific application of a measurement method.
Thus. a major goal of this article has been to present, within a single
source. a unified review of basis dielectric properties, the methods used to
measure those properties, key ezperimental artifacts that must be understood
by the investigator, the physical origins of those artifacts, and a survey
of the current published literature with emphasis on the correlations that
can be found between the dielectric properties and other physical properties
of the caring system.

A.2 Overvie

All dielectric measurements involve the determination of the electrical
polarization and oonduction properties of a sample subjected to a time-
varying electric field. Sotion 8 addresses dielectric measurement methods,
the various instruments and electrodes, and their calibrations. Section C
examines the microscopic mechanisms giving rise to the observed macroscopic
dielectric properties, and Section D explores I& detail the effects of
temperature and cure on these properties. Finally, Section 1 contains a
selected bibliography of applications of dielectric analysis to the study of
thermoset cure.
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3l. DIUUIC AURU IU'ODS

3.1 dmlittsao Eeasureante

Dielectric measurements are performed by placing a sample of the
material to be studied between two conduoting electrodes, applying a time-
varying voltage between the electrodes, and measuring the resulting time-
varying current (an "dmittaeso measurement). The applied voltage
establishes an electric field in the sample. In response, the sample can
become electrically polarized (the conventional "dielectric" response) and
can also conduct net charge from one electrode to the other. Both
dielectric polarization and conduction give rise to currents which can vary
enormously during a sure.

It Is useful to separate the phenomena associated with the asUJmaU
from the interpretation of those phenomena in torms of the dielectric
properties of the sample. Figure 1 shows a "blak-box" view of the sample,
in which the details of the shape of the electrodes amd the precise
properties of the material between the electrodes are not known only the
ezternal terminals of the electrodes are available. It is assumed that the
-apparatus" of Fig. 1 applies a time-varying voltage v(t) betweem the
terminals of the sample, and has the capability of determining either the
time-varying current it), or the time-varying not charge Q(t). which is the
time integral of the current. The discussion that follows deals with the
current; an equivalent set of ideas based on charge is Implied.

The interpretation of dielectric measurements assumes that the sample
behavior can be represented by a line. time-invarLant aJUitLkanag. The
meaning of each of these terms is examined in turn.

Lineilx, when dealing with time-varyLng signals in circuits that have
energy-storage elements (such as capacitors, which are made from electrodes
with a dielectric medium between them), is not the sane as simple
proportionality. A sufficient condition for linearity can be expressed in
terms of the superposition property, as follows: a sample is linear if,

given that LI(t) is the response to a particular waveform v(t), and 12(t)
is the response to a second waveform v2 (t), then then the response to the
waveform avl(t) + bv2 (t) (where a and b are constants) is Rai(t) + bL(t).
(A small detail: all linear samples obey the superposition condition above
provided that the net polarization charge before applying the voltage
waveforms Is zero. If a sample has residual polarization from previous
experiments, even linear samples may fail to obey superposition.)

Whether or not a given sample actually is linear depends on the
magnitude of the applied voltage. All dielectrio experience catastrophic
breakdown at electric fields on the order of 10' volts/cm. Most dielectric

measurements are made with applied voltages on the order of 1 volt, with

electrode spacings ranging from tens of ps to aeveral m, resulting in
electric fields well below breakdown. The dielectric portion of the
response, therefore, is usually linear. The conduction portion of the
response is often due to ions. At high enough applied voltages,

, electrochemical interactions at the electrodes can occur which can lead to
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nonlinear comduction characteristics. There can also be intrinsically
nonlinear *onductiga mechanisms within the medium at electric fields in
ezooss of about 101 V/om. Cola has recently looked carefully for
nonlinearities in liquid epoxy resins prior to sure (where ion conduction is
most important) and has Loud no significant nonlinear effects under normal
measurement conditions [7]. Xt Is reasonable to assume. therefore, that any
sample used in conventional dielectric measurements can be considered
linear.

Time-invariance presents a problem. Since the purpose of the
measurement is to follow chaes in dielectric and conducting properties of
the sample, strictly speaking, the sample is usually not time-invariant.
Yet, time-invariant circuit models are always used to interpret the results
of the measurement. The Justification for this practice is to assume that
the sample properties change insignificantly during the interval required to
make a single measurement. The degree to which this may or my not be true
duzing actual cure studies has received relatively little attention to date,
because only recently have there been coomercial instruments available for
ure studies below 10 IR. where it might be possible to demonstrate oxplioit
reaction-rate-dependent effects.

Dielectric mesuresents on curing systems are usually done with
sinusoidal ezoitations at specific frequencies of interest. The frequency-
dependent dielectric response of a linear time-invariant sample can be
obtained by applying a step-change in voltage, measuring the resulting
current waveform at a series of time intervals following the step, then
computing the frequency-dependent dielectric properties from the Fourier
transform of the current wavefors [8]. The potential advantage of this
approach is the use of digital signal processing met hods to reduce the time

*, needed to obtain data at ultra-low frequncies (to 10-' Hz). but in practice,
the duration of the stop waveform must be short enough to keep the sample
time-invariant throughout one measurement cycle. The total time for a
measurement, in this ose, is determined, first, by the length of time one
must hold the voltage at some initial voltage (e.g., zero) before applying
the stop (to assure zero initial polarization charge), and second, by the
length of time one must hold the voltage at its non-zero value to obtain
enough data for the lowest frequency of interest. For typical thermoset
cures, reaction rates usually limit the lowest useful frequency to about 0.1

The AdaLtlAM of a linear time-invariant sample can now be defined.
In the siaudsoidal steady state at angular frequency u. both v(t) and i(t)
are sinusoids having some phase difference 0 (see Fig. 2).

v(t) - COS( (-)

L(t) - I0 oos(wt + 0) (3-2)

* where V0 and 10 are the real amplitudes of v(t) and i(t), respectively.
These waveforms can be expressed in complex exponential notation, as
follows:

eS



v(t) - Re (V*Jwt) (-3)

L(t) - Re (IoJs t) (3-4)

where J Is (-l)1I5. and where V and I are the coo.lz amalitds of v(t) and
it), respectively, Whoa ezpressed in this form, V and I have the values

v-v o  (5-5)

I - (3-6)

The ratio of I to V is defined as the AdaLunSM T() of the sample. and is
written as frequency-dependent to emphasize its implicit dependence on the
frequeucy-dependent properties of the medium.

Y(e) - I/V (D-7)

Substituting snd azpandin yields

Y(m) - J(I 0 /Vo)sian + (I 0/Vo)0O8s (D-8)

In this equation, the magnitude of the admittance (10 1Vo) and the phase 0
are both frequeacy-depeadeat quantities. Nevertheless, at some particular
frequency, it is possible to construct an equivalent circuit consisting of a
capacitor C,(*) I& parallel with a resistor sX(a), as shown in Fig. 3. (For
clarity in this latroductory discussion, the subscript Oz" is used to denote
"experimentally measured qusatitiesw to distinguish them from bulk
properties of materials, which are given without subscripts.) Until the
electrode geometry is specified, the capacitor and resistor have no direct
physics interpretation In texas of dielectric properties of the sample;
they simply provide a convenient way of describing the results of the
measurement. Electrode Sometries are considered in the following section.
For the parallel RI-C, cilrcit of Fig. 3, the admittance is written

T(W) - JoCz(a) + 1/R,(u) (3-9)

which, by comparison with Eq. 3-8, yields

(a) - (-10)
Z0

and

"-_.~~ x ( a ) - O- 1

hV 00

6
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Another quantity also used in admittance measurements is the
dis~siionator D. which is useful because It depends only on the phase
of the admittance, not on its magnitude. The dissipation factor of a
parallel R.-C. circuit is defined as

Z Z

which from Eqs. 9-10 and B-11. yields

D - cotano (1-13)

The final quantity to be defined has been the source of much confusion.
The IMg~ jangial of the saggje is the same as the dissipation factor defined
above; however, the loss tangent of the median is a dielectric property. To
distinguish between them, we shall refer to tau&, as the apels
tangent, having the value sapels

taS - D (B-14)

Therefore, S6 is x/2 - .The loss tangent of the medium, which we shall

refer to as tan&8 without a subscript, is discussed in Section C.

3.2-leetrode Geomtries ad Their Calibrations

3.2.1 Definitions

The dielectricj venittivit of a medium measures the polarization of
the medium per unit applied electric field. The permittivity of free space,
shas the value g85 £ 10714 Parads/cn. Throughout this paper, we shall

express the dielectric properties of a medium relative to s.That is, the
permittivity of a mediam is written a' 5, whore a' is the relative
vormittivit, also referred to as the £Iaiugtria Sga~j&k of the medium (but
remember that the dielectric coonstantO changes with temperature and cure).

The dgleatrisj ia&U £agtor arises from two sources: energy loss
associated with the time-dependent polarization, and bulk conduction. The
loss factor is written so, where so is the relative loss factor.

The luM U&ALa of a MgMj,., denoted by tau&, is defined as the ratio
$#/a' (see elso, Section 3.1 for the loss tangent of a sample, tanS1)

3.2.2 Parallel Plate Electrodes

Parallel plates are often used as electrodes in cure studies; their use
in this application Is first cited by aegold and Petsold 121 and later by
Aukward and Warfield [91. Figure 4 illustrates parallel conductors of area
A separated by spacing L. The sample medium is placed between the plates,
or the plates can be fully iemrsed in the medium. Normally, one designs
the plate spacing to be much loe than the plate size, which minimizes the

71



effects of fringing fields and leads to a very simple calibration. After

accounting for any cabling admittances (see Sec. 9.3.1). the components of

the equivalent circuit of Fig. 3 have the values:

.,.oA

and

R = (-16)

Uz
0

where a' and am, denote the experimental values that are inferred for a'

and a", respectively, and where, to be consistent with the units selected

for sO. linear dimensions are in cam.

For a homogeneous dielectric medium, in the absence of interface

effects (see Sec. C.2), the experimental quantities atz and s'z are equal to

the bulk properties a' and s", and the experimental loss tangent becomes

tan6z = tans (3--17)

That is, for a parallel plate structure containing a homogeneous medium and

having no interface effects, the phase angle of the sample admittance

determines the loss tangent of the medium, regardless of the plats spacing

and area (within wide limits). Of course, if calibrated measurenent% of

either a' or a" are needed (and, as will be shown, they usually are), then

it is necessary to measure and control both plate spcing and &rea to obtain

quantitative results. The "cell constant" calibration method, in which the

ratio A/L in Eq. B-15 is implicitly determined by measuring the electrode

capacitance in air (a' - 1.0), is not sufficient for calibration in the

presence of interface effects; L must be known separately (see Section C.2).

The primary advantages of parallel plate electrodes lie in the ease

with which measured data can be interpreted, and in the fact that they can

be made from almost any conductor. The primary disadvantages are the need

to control plate spacing and area if quantitative measures of either a' or

al are to be obtained, and the instrumental difficulties associated with

making admittance measurements at frequencies below about 100 I: (see

Section B.3) Furthermore, in cuore experiments, matrix resins typically go

through sigalfioant dimensional changes either due to temperature, to

reaction-induced contraction, or to applied pressure, and it has proved

difficult to maintain the calibration of parallel plates in these cases.

This has led to almost complete reliance on the measured tan&x in following

cure, but as is shown in Section C.2, interface effects load to complex

artifacts in tan6b, As a result of these disadvantages, the use of parallel

plates for quantitative studies is decreasing relative to the use of comb

electrodes.

V
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B.2.3 Comb Reetrodes

The use of interdigitated, or cok. electrodes for cure measurement was
first reported by Armstrong [101. The metal electrodes, illustrated
schematically in Fig. Sa, are typically fabricated on an insulating
substrate using photopatterning. The substrate can be a ceramic, a thin
plastic film, a sheet of epozy-Slass composite, or even a silicon integrated
circuit. The cross section in Fig. Sb illustrates the case where the
insulating substrate is smuch thicker than the spacing between fingers. The
calibration of the device is found by determining the admittance between the
arrays of parallel stripe electrodes located at the interface between one
medium having the a' and a" values of the sample, the other medium having
the a' and a" values of the substrate. In general, this calibration cannot
be calculated for exact device geometries without numerical methods. If the
interdiSitatod portion of the electrodes is sufficiently large, the
structure can be approximated by an infinite periodic comb structure, for
which both analytical and simplified numerical calibrations can be obtained
11,121. The cell constant calibration method fails for comb electrodes
even in the absence of interface effects because of the relatively large
component of fringing field in the substrate.

The advantages of comb electrodes lie in the reoroducibilitv of the
calibration (whichprmits separation of a' and a"), and in the ease with
which they can be placed into a variety of structures, such as adhesive
joints and fiber-reinforced laminates. The calibration depends on the
electrode size and spacing and on the dielectric properties of the
substrate, all of which can be made quite reproducible with photopatterning
technology. Furthermore, the calibration is relatively insensitive to
temperature or pressure changes, a major advantage compared with parallel
plates. Finally, when combined with suitable blocking or release layers
(see Sec. C.2), comb electrodes can be used in fiber-reinforced laminates
containing graphite fibers, which are such good conductors that they
interfere substantially with parallel plate measurements. The major
disadvantage of comb electrodes is that they are much less sensitive than
parallel plates of comparable dimensions. As a result, their primary
application is in those materials where the loss factor is dominated by
conductivity effects and where the conductivity is relatively large, i.e.,
greater then about 1 0

- 8  O-om)-1 (see Section C.l). This class of materials
is sufficiently large to provide a large domain of application for comb
electrodes.

An important variation of the comb electrode approach is found in
microdieleotrometry C13,14J. The microdielectrometer sensor combines a comb
electrode with a pair of field-effect transistors in a silicon integrated
microcircuit to achieve sensitivities comparable with parallel-plate
electrodes, but retaining the reproducible calibration features of the comb.
The cross-section of Figure 6 shows the electrodes separated from a
conducting ground plane (the silicon substrate) by a silicon dioxide
insulator whose thickness is much less than the electrode spacing. One of
the electrodes is driven with a signal, the other is connected to the input
Sate of one of the field-effect transistors, and except for a capacitance CL
between this electrode and the ground plane, is electrically floating. The

9
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capacitance CL integrates the current reaching the floating electrode
through the comb electrode admittance 7(w), and develops a voltage which
depends on the charge rather than the current. Therefore, instead of
providing a direct measurement of 7(a), the microdiolectromotor measures
this. voltage, or, equivalentely, the complex transfer function K(w) defined
as follows:

H(s) ) (B-18)
1 + JWCLY(m)

Like the admittance Y(s), the transfer function H(w) has a magnitude and
phase which can be interpreted in terms of an assumed homogeneous dielectric
medium with permittivity a' and loss factor a" [121. Figure 7 illustrates
such a calibration as a contour plot. Given the magnitude and phase of
H(w), the corresponding a' and a" values can be determined. Furthermore, as
was the true for the parallel plates and simple comb electrodes,
calibrations like that of Figure 7 implicitly assume a homogeneous
dielectric medium and no interface effects. In practice, however, interface
effects are almost always observed at the early stages of thermoset cure
(see Section C.2).

A schematic of a microdielectrometer sensor is shown in Figure 8 and
illustrates the electrode array, the field-effect transistors and a silicon
diode temperature indicator [15] which functions as a moderate accuracy (-2
OC) thermometer between room temperature and 250 oC. The sensor is used
either by placing a small sample of resin over the electrodes, or by
embedding the sensor in a reaction vessel or laminate. Since all dielectric
and conductivity properties are temperature dependent, the ability to make a
temperature measurement at the same point as the dielectric measurement is a
useful feature of this technique.

B.2.4 Other Eletrode8

Many electrode patterns have been used for cure studies. Kienle and
Race [1] used parallel cylindrical conductors immersed in the medium.
Coaxial cylinder electrodes, with the sample placed between the two
cylinders, were first used by Fineman and Puddington [5,61, and later by
Aukward, Varfield, and Petree [161. The coaxial electrodes, like the
parallel plates, have a relatively simple calibration, but are tedious to
construct reproducibly for each thermoset cure experiment. Generally. any
electrode configuration can be used for observing trends, but electrode size
and location must be reproducibily controlled if calibrated measurements are
desired.

10
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B.3 Measurement nquipment

3.3.1 Capacitance asd Mpedano Bridges

Whether using parallel plats or comb electrodes, the basic measurement
involves determining the admittance between the electrodes under sinusoidal
steady-state conditions (the lone exception is the nictrodielectrontor,
discussed in Section B.3.2). Many early studies were made with general-
purpose capacitance bridges designed for measurements of capacitors with
small loss tangents. Beeause thermoset resins become relatively conductive
when they are heated, particularly early in ocure, such capacitance bridges
could not be used without the addition of an insulating (or blocking) layer
between at least one of the electrodes and the sample to lover the overall
loss tangent of the sample to within the instrument range. However, this
significantly modifies the calibration (see Section C.2).

_ The first commercial admittance bridge specifically directed toward
resin-cure applications was introduced by Tetrahedron Associates in 1969
(171. Within the past decade, a variety of general-purpose instruments
suitable for resin-cute applications have boon introduced. Examples from
major U.S. manufacturers include the Rowlett-Packard EP4192A Low Frequency
Impedance Analyzer, [181, and the Genlad 1689 DiLbridgo (191. Either can
provide measurements Of both R. and C_ over a range of frequencies (11 Hz -
100 kHz for the GenRad, and 53x - 13 NHz for the H). Both are equipped
with the equivalent of the standard IEEE 488 computer bus, which facilitates
interfacing and control from a variety of data-logging computers or desktop
calculators.

The effectiveness of these instruments for dielectric cuts studies
depends on sensitivity and accuracy. The sensitivity Is related to the
minimum resolvable phase angle, which for general cute studies, should
ideally be less than about 0.10. Unfortunately, actual sensitivity in use
depends strongly on the measurement frequency, on the admittance of the
sample, on the details of the cabling and shielding, and on the electrical
noise level of the environment. Therefore, analysis of published
sensitivity specifications is difficult. It is easier to evaluate intrinsic
instrument aeeuracy, whioh can be expressed In terms of either the tanfz
accuracy ot the conductivity accuracy. An example Is useful.

A pair of 1 cm2 area plates spaced apart by 0.25 =m and filled with a
resin having a permittivity of 10 (a typical value early in cute) has a
capacitance of about 35 pP. The HP4192A has a tan2x accuracy of 0.002 when
measuring 35 pP at 1000 Hz [18, which is satisfactory for most resin
studios at that frequency. However, the tanS, accuraey of the RP4192A
degrades to about .05 at 5 Hz, which limits tie smallost conductivity that

• can be measured. ln the final stages of typical cres, a' approaches a
value of 4-5, while am approaches a value that depends on frequency. At low
frequencies, the a" value is usually dominated by ionic conductivity,
denoted by a (see See. C.1.1). In this case, the resistance Rz is L/A.,
which when combined with Sq. B-16 yields

-*" 11
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-z

a - e0 tan z  (--19)

If at 5 te, •aS_ is only accurate to .05 and usin a' 4. the
corresponding accuracy for * is 1.9 3 io-1 (Won)- . For many materials
including epoxies, it Is desirable to measure a values into the 10

- 1 4 (a.-

ca)-l range, or lower.

Additional problems are introduced by the overall admittance level and

by cabling and shielding issues. In Fig. 8. the parallel-plate sample is
connected to a moter by a coaxial cable (-100 pF/mter). A 2-meter cable
introduces a capacitance of 200 pF in parallel with the sample, which must
be subtracted from the measured capacitance to dotermine the sample
capacitance. Clearly, when the cable capacitance is comparable to the
sample capacitance. sensitivity and accuracy are reduced. Furthermore,
unless the cable and electrodes are shielded, pickup at 60 1a and its

harmonics can degrade measurements at or near those frequencies. Finally.

at frequencies below 100 Hz, the magnitude of the sample admittance becomes
small (- 2 z 10 - 0- 1 at 100 Is. and decreasing proportional to a at lower

frequencies), and becomes comparable to stray or leakage admittances within
the instrument. In practice, it has proved difficult to operate admittance-
measuring instruments below about 10 Ras and even an instrument with an
ideal tanbz sensitivity as low as 0.001, if restricted by cabling problems
to a usefut frequency ranage 10 Ia of above, cannot measure a conductivity
smaller than about 1.5 x (0-ca)-

3.3.2 Eicrodieleetrmetry

Kicrodielectrometry was introduced as a research method in 1981 [14).

and became commercially available in 1983 [201. The microdielectrometry
V instrumentation combines the pair of field-effect on the sensor chip (see

Sec. 3.2.3) with external electronics to measure the transfer function B(a)
of Eq. B-18. Because the transistors on the sensor chip function as the

input amplifier to the moter, cable admittance and shielding problems are

greatly reduced. In addition, the use of a charge measurement rather than

the admittance measurement allows the measurements to be made at arbitrarily

low frequencies. As a matter of practice, reaction rates in one studies
limits the lowest useful frequency to about 0.1 It; however pre-ours or

post-cure studies can be made to as low as 0.005 as. Finally, the

differential eomnection used for the two transistors provides first-order

cancellation of the effects of temperature and pressure on the transistor
operation. The devices can be used for cure measurements to 300 oC. and at
pressures to 200 psi.

As described In Section 3.2.3, the microdielectrometer calibration [121

is similar to that of comb electrodes. Based on the accuracy of the
amplitude and phase measurement electronics, the am sensitivity of the

microdielectrometer is about 0.01 (71, which for a medium having a

dielectric permittivity of 4 corresponds to a tanS sensitivity of less than

0.003. At a frequency of 0.1 fs, an a" sensitivity of 0.01 corresponds to a

conductivity sensitivity of about 1 z 10
- 1 6 (0-cm)-l. However, the accuracy

of the microdielectrometry calibration at these conductivity levels has not
been rigorously established.

ab.
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C. I OSCOPIC BCHANISMS

C.1 Bulk Effects

This section examines the dielelectric and conduction mechanisms in
bulk materials, assuming that the medium is linear (at the applied electric
field strength) and homogeneous. Effects of interfaces and InhomoSeneities
are discussed in Section C.2. Additional discussion can be found in basic

* texts [21-23].

Two bulk effects are considered In the following Sections: ionic
conductivity, and molecular dipole orientation. It is also necessary to
introduce the so-called "infinite-frequency" dielectric polarization which

. provides the baseline against which to measure the other effects. The
permittivity s' is written schematically as

-a go + S'd (C-1)

where a. is the baseline permittivity, and at& is the additional
permittivity attributed to dipole orientation. For the purpose of this

-review, '*d is associated with the major dipolar relaxation at the glass
transition (the *-relaxation); it depends on frequency, temperature, and
cure. The frequency-dependence is examined in Section C.1.2; the
temperature and cure dependences are discussed in Section D.

The definition of s. depends somewhat on the temperature and/or
frequency range used for the experiments. Typical dielectric studies take
place at frequencies below about 1 MHz. At temperatures below the glass
transition, there can still be dipolar contributions to a' at these
frequencies from limited motions of polar groups. However, at sufficiently
low temperatures (and/or high frequencies), these groups lose the ability to
align with an applied electric field, resulting in additional decreases in
s' (the - and lower-temperature relaxations). This review does not address
either the low-temperature properties of resins, or the details of these
relaxations. Hence, such dipolar effects are lumped into s Within the
temperature range at which typical cures take place, a. is found not to
depend significantly on frequency, temperature, or cure.

"" C.1.1 Ionic Conductivity

The importance of ionic conductivity in curing resins has been
recognized since the earliest work [1,21. In epoxies, Fava [241 proposed

. that sodium and chloride ions are the particular species involved, the
"" origin of the ions being the reaction used to produce the starting

materials. (The reaction of epichlorbydrin with bisphenol-A to make the
diglycidyl ether of bisphenol-A (DGEBA) produces HC1 as a byproduct which is

" subsequently neutralized with alkali [251.) Even after treatment to remove
NaCl, there is residual chloride ion present in eonmercial DGBA resins at
concentrations typically on the order of tons of ppo [261, and corresponding
concentrations of cations. These impurities actually provide a remarkably
useful probe of the resin system.
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If the electric field within the resin is 3, the ith species of ion

will acquire an average drift velocity v i . The assumed linearity of the
medium implies that vJ is proportional to L The proportionality onsetant
is called the nobility of the ion, for which we use the symbol mi .

vi = uiL (C-2)I
If there are Ni ions of species i per unit volume, with a charge magnitude
of qi on the ith ion, the ionic conductivity a can be expressed as

a qiNtu (C-3)
i

The relation between the mobility of the ion and the properties of the resin
can be nuIaiJxLtxUly examined with the aid of Stoke's law for the drift of a
spherical object in a viscous medium [see, for example, 273. The mobility

. of a sphere of radius ri embedded in a medium of viscosity q and subjected
to a force qi3 is

-u i (c--4)

In this simple model, the mobility, and hence a, varies as 1/q; equivalent-
ly, the quantity 1/a, called the resistiity and denoted p. is nominally
proportional to viscosity. It must be emphasized, however, that this
Stoke's law approach is an oversimplification which fails completely as a
curing resin approaches gelation. As discussed is detail in Section D, the
ion mobility in a resin depends primarily on the mobilities of the polymer
segmsnts. At gelation, the bulk viscosity becomes infinite because of the
formation of a macroscopic molecular network. lowever, the resistivity
remains finite because polymer segents comparable in size to the ions are
still mobile. Well before gelation, the resistivity and viscosity jM
tightly correlated because both the viscosity and ion mobility have similar
dependences on polymer segment mobility.

Ionic conductivity has another important implication. The resin system

sts like an electrolyte; thus, all of the electrode polarization effects
that can be observed in conventional electrolytes can also be observed in
resins. The effect of electrode polarization is discussed in Section C.2.

Conductivity effects give rise to a 1/a frequency dependence in a". as
shown below

+ s"d (C-3)
0

where 9"d is the contribution to a" from losses arising from dipolar
orientation. This frequency dependence is examined further in the following
Section.
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C.1.2 Dipole Orletation

* Figure 10 illustrates in highly schematic form the alignment of
molecular dipoles in as applied electric field. The dipoles in a *uing
resin are embedded In a viscous medium, and are hindered by attachment 9o a
growing network. The orientation process will require a characteristic
time, called the dipole XLAhLtM JIM and denoted by vd" Purin a typical
cuto reaction, Td is short early in cure, and becomes large who& the resin
vitrifies. Because of the hindering mechanism, there is energy loss
associated with the orientation process.

The following notation is used to describe the dipolar quantities:

-$au: The "urelazed" permittivity, equivalent to so

ai s: The Orelaxed" pemittivity, equal to the bulk permittivity
when molecular dipoles align with the electric field to the
maximum extent possible at the sample temperature.

The simplest model of hindered dipole orientation is duo to Debye [281, and
assues a single relaxation time for all molecular species. The Debye

--model, plus a term to account for Ionic conductivity, leads to the following
illustrative expressions for a' and am:

sa - •

+ r u (C-6)
IS + (w d

and

(5le - 5n~
got a + ---- d ' (C-7)

s 0  1 + d( )

Figure l1a Illustrates the frequency dependence of a' for Sq. C-6.
Note that a' is midway between au and ar when - ld. The corresponding
plots for s" are more complex, because one must assess the relative
contributions of a and the dipole loss. The simplest case Is for o - 0
(Fig. l1b), where the characteristic dipolar loss peak of amplitude
a- au) 12 Is observed at frequency e- l/1d. For non-zero a. howver, the

I/* depondoe of a" greatly distorts the an curve from the ideal Debye
peak. Log-log scales are helpful, as illustrated In Fig. 12. The a - 0
case is replotted from Fig. lbs also plotted are the frequency dependences
of t" for W/80 having various values relative to 0 - su. As a increases,
it becomes Increasingly difficult to discern the dipole loss peak. Roughly
speaking, for o/o greater than about three times a , the observed s" is
entirely domiateS by a. (Ideally. even when . dominates the dipolar
contribution to am, It should still be possible to observe the dipolar
contribution to s's however, when a is large, electrode polarization effects
tend to dominate the a' measurement as well. See See. C.2.1.)
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A convenient way of displaying the a1 and a" frequency dependences is
in a Cole-Cole plot [291, where a" is plotted against a' with a as a
parameter. Figure 13 shws the Cole-Cole diagrams for the idealized cases
illustrated in Figs. 11 and 12. Note that when a - 0, the Cole-Cole diagram
is a perfect semicircle, with ondpoints at aI and or and with a maximum an
value of (or - a )/2. As v Increases, however, the Cole-Cole diagram
approaches a vertical lime with an intercept On the so axis of as.

Us practice, the Cole-Cole diagrams observed differ from those of Fig.
13 is two ways. The first is due to electrode polarization, discussed in
Section C.2.1i the second Is due to the faet that in real materials, the
dipolar hindering neohanisms are not characterized simply by one Td, but by
some distribution of relaxation times. A variety of empirical expressions
have bees proposed to describe real dipolar behavior; those by Cole and Cole
(291, Davidson and Cole [30). and Williams and Watts (31,321 are most often
cited. Although these expressions are empirical, eaeh implicitly specifies
a shape for the relaxation time distribution. A parameter 0, known as the
distribution parameter characterizes the breadth of the distribution. This
parameter ranges from 0 to 1, and each expression reduces to the Debye
single relaxation time when 0 - 1. The Cole-Cole expression leads to a
symmetrio distribution of relaxation times about the mean value. The other
two expressions lead to asymmetric distributions. The Williams-Watts
formula assumes a polarization decay function of the form exp[-(t/vd)01, in
constrast to the a polarization decay function of the form exp(-t/vd) that
would result from a single relaxation time.

Figure 14 compares the Cole-Cole diagrams for a single relaxation time
( 1), the Cole-Cole .oxpression with = 0.5, and the Williams-Watts

%ezprossion with O - 0.5. The Cole-Cole function forms a symmetric arc,
which approaches the Intercepts with finite slope and has a maximum s value
less than (si-au)/2. The Williams-Watts function also forms a flattened
are, but is asymmetric. The shape of the Davidson-Cole function is very
similar to the Williams-atto function, as discussed by Lindsey and
Patterson [331. The evolution of the Williams-Watts function requires
numerical methods (33,341. Computer programs implementing this function
from published tabular values are readily available (351.

C.2 Inteface Iteets

C.2.1 2lootrodo Polarizatio.

The electrode-resis interface is normally electroohemically blocked at
the low voltages used for dielectric measurements. This mans that, Just as
in the case of an aqueous electrolyte, the applied electric field can
polarize the electrodes by causing the aecumulation of ion layers. The
possibility of this effect was noted by KLosle and Race (11, and has been
modolod by Johnson and Cole (361. The first quantitative analysis of
electrode polarization offsets in epoxy resin cure was reported by Adamoo in
1972 (371. The implications of Adameos work, however, which are
substantial, have boon largely overlooked. Now attention on this problem

* . .- '..- .. ~
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has rosultOd from the relative prominence of electrode polarization effects
in low-frequency microdieleetrometry data (381, but as discussed is Section
C.2.2, the offeet is equally important in parallel-plate studies using
blocking or release layers.

Figure 15 illustrates the offset. I& direct analogy to the dipole
orisatatio ozeamplo of Section C.1.2, the initially random distribution of
ions becomes polarized in the eleetric field, with positive ions moving
toward the negative eleetrode, and negative Lons toward the positive
electrode. Because the electrodes are blocking, those ions accumulate at
the electrodes, producing ehargod layers at both electrodes. These are
similar to the charge layer established by dipole orientation, but which can
have a msuch greater charg per unit area. Thus, viewed from the electrodes,
the measured sample capacitance CZ can be muck greater than that produced by
the dipoles. The paraela1 -Cz circuit of Figure 3 together with the
"homogenous modiumn assumptions implicit is the calibration used for the
measurement results in a& amiarest permittivity s'z which is much greater
than the actual bulk pemmittivity at. The extent to which a' and a'. differ
depends on the sample Inhomogeneity, as measured by the thickness of the
charge layer relative to the Lnter-electode distance.

To estimate the effects of electrode polarization, the equivalent
circuit of Fig. 16 can be used. It shows a blooking layer capacitance Cb
(actually the series combination of two identical capacitors - one at each
electrode interface) together with a parallel R-C circuit representing the
bulk material. The separate thicknesses of the blocking layer 2th and the
total specimen length, L. ust be used to construct the capacitances and
resistors. The blocking layer capacitance Cb has the value

Cb - b (C-8)2tb

where, for simplicity, the permittivity in the blocking layer has been
assumed to be the same as in the bulk specimen.

Qualitatively, it Is apparent that it the conductivity is low, hence
making R large, the sample will behave as a simple dielectric with permit-
tivity s'. However, who the conductivity Is large enough so that the
admittanee 1/1 becomes greater than nC. i.e., for tang ) 1, then Charging of
C through R becomes the dominant behavior of the circuit. Under these
o.reumstanees, the relative magnitudes of R and Cb smut be examined. If
'4b > 1/1, then charging of CL (i. o., electrode polarization) is not
significant. However, when 171 ) *Cb , the charging of Cb becomes Important.
These arguments lead to two inequalities that must be satisfied if blocking
layer effects are to be observed:

tans ) 1 (C-9)
as.

and
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.L - 1 (C- -0)

2t.b

The circuit model of Fig. 16 en be analyzed by transforming the
circuit to the equivalent form of Fig. 3 and applying equations B-15 and 3-
16. The resulting values of s x and 8" depend on the properties of the
medium (a', am, and tan6) AMd on the ratio L/2tbo as follows [381:

(tea)S ) 5(iL
L TL

b

L

got an L b (C-12)
b (t)a )

The operimontal loss tangent, tesa, is obtained from a"1/sf . In the
ideal case of no electrode polarization (L )) tb), these equations reduce to

-#Z a so, sox - go, and tana1 - teal, as expected.

The experimental Cole-Cole diagrams in the presence of a polarization
layer, even for a medium in which -'d is zero, resemble Debyc-model
semicircles. This is characteristic of systems with a single relaxation
time, which in this case is the time required to charge the blocking layer
through the medium. Figure 17 shows experimental data for a DGAER resin on
a mictodielectromter sensor [381 superimposed on Cole-Cole diagrams
calculated from Equations C-11 and C-12. The temperature and frequency were
varied to achieve a wide range of bulk am values, and for two of the curves,
polyimido coatings of 1500 1 and 1.2 pa veto used to cover the electrodes.
Similar Cole-Cole plots have been reported by Zukas. et. al., [391 in a
parallel-plate spoxy-oure experiment in which a PM blocking film was used
on one electrode. Bven in the absence of these added coatings, nominally
bare eleotrodes show blooking characteristics, with a blocking layer
thickness of about 60 1 at the interface between epoxy resins and aluminum
electrodes [383.

The prooesee of electrode polarization layers can have a profound
effect on the Interpretation of dielectric oure data. This is discussed in
the following section.

C.2.2 Bleikmg and/or Release Layers

It is oomn=a practice, either to bring the sample tsa 1 within the
range of a particular instrument, or for convenience in removing electrodes
from the sample, to insert a thin blocking layer or release layer between
the plates of a parallel-plate capacitor, or across the surface of a comb
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electrode. In both cases, the added blocking layer thickness completely
changes the characteristic of the observed cure data.

In a typical rmpod cure, the specimen begins with a relatively small
loss factor, which initially increases as the temperature is in.creased due
to a decrease in viscosity, but which later decreases due to the effects of
cute. This has boon illustrated schoastleally in Figure 18 [381, where the
topmost.curve represents the initial increase and subsequent decrease of the
actual bulk tanS for a specimen during ure. The remaining curves are the
values of taas z that would be observed experimentally in the presence of
either an electrode polarization layer or an added blocking/release layer
for various values of the ratio L/2tb. Note that even a this release layer,
for example a 25 pm (.0010) layer placed between 5 mm spaced plates, results

in an L/2tb ratio of 100. Examination of Fig. 18 shoews that for this value
of L/Ito. the RAimum value of tams actually produces a ILAim in the
ezperimentsl tanazo and that two subsidiary maxim appear in taus z .

The literature is rich in examples of this "upside-down minimm and
the secondary maxim arising from electrode polarization [40-431. Figure 19
shows Lawless' superposition of a temperature ramp, the viscosity, and the
measured tan z for the cure of an Ave 5505 epoxy resin with parallel plates
in the prosence of Kapton release layers [421. The minimum viscosity
corresponds to the minimum in tan Sx. but as has been emphasized, this tansx
minimum actually corresponds to the maximum Intrinsic tanS. The agreement
of the tanS maximum with the viscosity minimum is a reasonable result since
the viscosity mnimum occurs well before gelation. where the resistivity and
viscosity are correlated. The two subsidiary maxima have been variously
ascribed to "events" such as "flow" or "gelation, where in fact, they
simply identify the point in the experiment at which polarization of the
blocking layer becomes the dominant electrical feature of the sample.

The dependence of results on L/2t% also explains why parallel-plate
experiments can have-calibration and reproducibility problems if the plate
spacing is not rigorously controlled during a c re. Comb electrodes, in
spite of the complexity of their basic calibration, offer the distinct
advantage of having a rilid and reproducible electrode geometry, which
permits quantitative evaluation of blocking layer effects.

C.2.S Fibers and F llers

There are several possible effects of internal inhomogeneities such as
fibers and fillers on the measured dielectric properties of composites.
Interfacial polarization can be established at any interface between media
of different conductivities, leading to semicircular Cole-Cole diagrams as
discussed in Section C.2.1. The parameters of the Cole-Cole diagram depend
both on the dielectrio properties of the media and on their geometry. The
appearance of these apparent Debys-like dielectric relaxations based on
nonuniform conductivity within the sample is generally referred to as the
Mazwell-Wagner effect, and is well established in the dielectrics literature
[231.
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For non-conducting fibers. such as glass, the matrix resin is the more
conductive phase, at least early in cure, and one would expect some internal
polarization effects to be visible in parallel-plate data. However, in
spite of a large body of literature on glass fiber composites (see Section
E), we have found no clearly documented cases of Naxwell-WaSner effects in
fiber-reinforced composites. Ve speculate that the widespread practice of
using release films may obscure the effects of internal polarizations.
Another possible explanation is the difficulty of obtaining quantitative and
reproducible comparisons between neat resin and matrix resin data. For
example, Bidstrup, et. al., [441, using microdielectrometry, have noted a
quantitative discrepancy between the dielectric properties of (1) a matrix
resin measured in-situ during cure of a glass circuit-board laminate and (2)
a sample of neat resin flaked from the staged preprog and cured apart from
the glass fibers. The in-situ resin showed higher conductivity, possibly
attributable to additional ions from the fiber or fiber sizing; no
definitive explanation has been established.

In the case of graphite fibers, the fiber itself is more conductive
than the resin, which can significantly affect parallel-plate measurements.
Nevertheless. Pike, et. al.. in 1971 [451 reported successful dielectric
monitoring of cure in graphite-epoxy and graphite-polyimide laminates using
parallel-plate copper electrodes separated from the laminate by glass
release cloth. Their data show the pair of maxima cited in the previous
section, which may be due either to internal interfacial polarization or to
electrode polarization. As with the non-conducting fibers, there has been
no definitive observation of Maxwell-Wagner effects in graphite composites.
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D. U'UCTS OF Tl] tIMhRE AW CURB

D.1 General Issues

- This section addresses the effects of temperature snd cure on the
various microscopic mechanisms presented in Section C. Since temperature is
a key variable in determining the rate of aure processes, and since all of
the microscopic mechanisms are dependent directly on temperature as well as
indireqtly on time and temperature through the cure reaction, it will prove
useful to examine, first, the temperature behavior of epoxy resins them-
solves (without curing agent), and, second, the corresponding behavior in
systems undergoing curs. Of the various epoxy resins, most of the quantita-
tive studies involve the dLglycLdyl ether of bLsphenol-A (DOEBA), having the
general formula

.0 CH N

where n Indicates the degree of chain extension of the resin.

Figure 20 shows the temperature dependence ofthe permittivity and loss
factor for a DGUA epoxy resin (PON 828i n N 0.2) in the vicinity of its
glass transition (Tg - -17 oC), measured at frequencies between 0.1 and
10,000 Hz [461. At temperatures well below T_, the permittivity at all
frequencies has a value of 4.2 (the unrelaxed permittivity), and the loss
factor is below 0.1. As the temperature approaches T , the dipoles gain
sufficient mobility to contribute to the pormittivityf with evidence of this
mobility Increase occurring first at the lowest frequency. With a further
increase in temperature, the permittivity for a given frequency levels off
at the relaxed permittivity, which then decreases due to increasing tempera-
ture (see Section D.O), and then abruptly increases again as a result of
electrode polarization (Seetion C.2). At seh frequency, a dipole peak is
observed in the. loss faetor, which then rises continuously with temperature
due to an Increasing Ionia conductivity. The frequency at which the dipole
loss peak occuzs Is proportional to the average dipole nobility. The ionic
conductivity is proportional to the ionic mobility. Both the frequency of
maximum loss and the ionic conductivity increase by many orders of magnitude
over a nasow temperature range, a characteristic of relaxation processes
very close to the glass transition temperature.

Figure 21 shows the permittivity and loss factor for an isothermal cure
(137 oC) of DGEBA (PON $25; n a 0) with diaminodiphenylsulfone (DDS) [471.
To a first approximation, the data are the mirror image of Fig. 20, support-
ing the Idea that the effect on electrical properties of the increase in T
during isothermal cure night be similar to the effect of a decrease in
temperature at fixed T Examination of Fig. 21 shows one Important dif-
forence between the toeporature end cure dependences. namely that the
relaxed porittivity decreases with cure time under Isothermal conditions.
This Is a direct result of the changing chemistry, as discussed further in
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Section D.3. The detailed behavior of the dipolar mobility is examined in
Section D.4, and of the ionic mobility in Section D.S.

We shall see that throughout the literature there has been an implicit
assumption of thermally activated processes, both for cure kinetics And for
the intrinsic dipolar and ionic mobilities. However, it is well known that
reaction kinetics become diffusion controlled at the later stages of cure,
which leads to deviations from simple rate equations toward kinetics
dominated by diffusive mobilities [481. Furthermore, post-cure studies of
dipolar mobilities (49-521 and studies of ion mobilities in epoxy resins
(461 suggest that their temperature dependences are described by the
Williams-Landel-Ferry equation [531 rather than by Arrhenuls behavior.
Taken together, it is fair to say that a comprehensive model of dielectric
properties during a thermoset cure, including proper chemical kinetics and
correct relations between state of cure, temperature, and the various
dielectric parameters, has not yet been developed. However, there have been
Ssignificant strides toward this soal, as the remainder of this article will
demonstrate.

Two more difficulties require comment. The first is that in most of
the early literature, authors did not recognize the importance of electrode
polarization, and, hence, failed to make quantitative allowance for the
presence of blooking and/or release layers. Thus, in most cases, it is not
possible to reconstruct quantitative bulk properties from the data
presented. (The present authors were not immune. They reported a
correlation between a *dielectric relaxation tins" and viscosity [541,
failing at that time to realize that the relaxation time being studied was
actually the characteristic time for electrode polarization, and, hence was
dominated by conductivity.)

A second difficulty is due to an accident. In Delmonte's 1959 study of
several epoxy resins (551, the time to Sol and the time to vitrify were very

close to one another.. Dolmonte identified the dipole peak as arising from
the gelation event, a conclusion which has been widely cited. The
incorrectness of this assignment was noted as early as 1965 by Olyphant
[561, who in an excellent tutorial review of dielectric properties of curing
systems, clearly identified the dipole peak with vitrification. Olyphant
also stated, in agreement with the pioneering work of Warfield and Petree
(57,581. that there are no electric "events" accompanying gelation. In
spite of these unambiguous statements in the early literature, attempts at
the electrical identification of gelation continues as a theme, aggravated
by the artifacts associated with conductivity and electrode polarization.
This accidental assignment of electrical signatures to gelation is discussed
further in Sec. D.$.

D.2 Relatio with Kiseties

In order to understand the relation between the chemical kinetics of a
thermosetting system and the corresponding changes in dielectric properties,
it is important to separate the various mechanisms giving rise to such
changes. The relaxed permittivity is directly sensitive to the changing
chemical composition, because it depends on the concentrations of the
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various polar molecular segments (see Section D.3). The dipolar mobilities
(Section D.4) and the ionic mobilities (Section D.S) depend on the extent of
reaction primarily through the change in Ts during cure, and this dependence
on T can be described by the VLF equation. The recognition of this VLF
depeldence is so recent that there have been no kinetic-dielectric studies
which include it. Instead, a variety of empirical relations between
dielectric properties and cure have been reported, principally in epoxy
systems. These kinetic studies are reviewed in this section.

The simplest form of empirical kinetic information comes from rates of
change of experimental properties, such as the time-rate-of-change of
conductivity, or the cure time to reach a specific event, such as a dipole
loss peak. The earliest quantitative analysis of such data was by Kienle
and Race Eli who established a linear correlation between extent of
esterification of alkyd resins and the corresponding log of resistivity (the
resistivity, p, is the inverse of conductivity). Practical examples of the
use of such empirical kinetic information are reviewed in Section 1.
Warfield and Petree [57,581, working both with diallyl phthallate and epoxy-
amine resins, studied the relation between the log of resistivity and cure
time at various temperatures. By identifying dlog(p)/dt as an empirical
reaction rate (an unjustified assumption; see See. D.5), they inferred a
temperature dependence for the reaction rate, and calculated an activation
energy.

The first attempt to relate changing dielectric properties to kinetic
rate equations was by Kagan ot. &l. [591, working with a series of
anyhydride-cured epoxies. Building on Varfield's assumed correlation
between dlog(p)/dt and de/dt, where a is the extent of epoxide conversion,
they assumed a proportionality between a and log(p), and modeled the
reaction kinetics using the equation

da/dt - k(1-)m (D-1)

where k is the rate constant and m is the empirical reaction order. Similar
analyses using nth-order kinetics have been done by Acitelli et. al. [60],
working with diglycidyl other of bisphenol-A cared with m-phenylene diamine,
and by Adameo [371. working with a commercial epoxy novolac resin (Dow DEN
438) cured isothermally with 3 phr BF3-monoethylamin. Kagan extracted
empirical rate constants and activation energies from his resistivity data,
but did not eompare these results with other methods. Acitelli used both
DSC and 11 data prior to gelation to compare against resistivity data
obtained after the break in log(p) versus tim (which they claim is
gelation; see See. D.S for a discussion). They find the same rate constant
from all methods, but the empirical reaction order they must use varies
enormously depending on the experimental method and on the temperature
range. A similar problem in reaction order was reported by Adamee.

One difficulty with such empirical approaches based on the dielectric
properties is that they tend to oversimplify the chemical kinetics, which
usually are obtained from independent thermal analysis studies coupled with
other measurements [611. The epoxy-amine reaction, for example, is
catalyzed by hydroxyl, hence becomes antocatalyzed as the cure proceeds
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E62]. In addition, an otherification reaction can compete with the amine
reaction, leading to complex branched kinetics. Sourour and Kamal [63],
working with DGUBA cured with m-phonylone diamine, developed an
autocatalyzed kinetic model for epoxy-anine systems using isothermal DSC
measurements. Huguenin and Klein have extended the kinetic studies to the
diffusion-controlled regime [481. The use of these models to analyze the
change in relaxed permittivity during the amino cure of a difunctional DGEBA
epoxy is discussed in the following section.

In other chemical systems, such as tetrafunctional epoxies, polyimides,
phenolics, and polyesters, there have been few attempts [64,65] to establish
quantitative relationships between chemical kinetics and dielectric
properties.

D.3 Relaxed Pemittivity

The relaxed permittivity s measures the maximum dipolar alignment that
can be achieved at a given temperature and chemical state. It is observed
at frequencies sufficiently low to allow dipolar alignment, but sufficiently
high to avoid electrode polarization effects. In Pigs. 20 and 21, the
variation of *r with either temperature or cure must be obtained by piecing
together the small intervals at each frequency where the permittivity data
follow sr  Generally, sr decreases with increasing temperature, and for the
case of epoxy-amine cure, decreases with increasing cure time.

The quantity or is directly sensitive to the detailed chemical
composition of the sample. However, the quantitative theory that relates
the observed ar to the concentrations and dipole moments of the various
polar segments present has proved quite difficult to use. The simplest
approach is based on the Clausius-Mosotti equation as modified for permanent
moments by Debyo (28]. The Debye approach, although overly simple, revealed
that s. should decrease with increasing temperature, and should reflect
chansing concentrations of polar constituents during a reaction.

The first attempt to use these ideas in epoxy cure was by Fisch and
Hofmann (66], but their assignment of permittivity changes to changes in
polar Stoup concentrations was marred by what we interpret as electrode
polarization effects. Blyakhman st. al. [51,521, examined the post-cure
dielectric permittivity and loss tangent of anhydride-cured and amine-cured
DGEBA resins. Their data are similar to that for the DPON 828 resin in Fig.
20. Based oa an observed variation of the post-cure s8 with the molecular
weight of the DSBA resin, they argue that the principal contribution to a.
is from hydroxyether groups in the epoxy chain. Their conclusion is
reasonable, since their experiments were after cure, and the highly polar
curing agent and epoxides had reacted.

Kurauzx and co-yorkers, in a series of papers [67-701, and more
recently, Sheppard [711, have attempted quantitative interpretation of a
during an epoxy cure in terms of the changing concentrations of constituent
polar groups. They used a theory by Onsager which improves Debye's original
theory to account for local dipole fields lsee, for example, 23]. The
Onsager theory, expressed below, requires some explanation:
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This equation assumes that all dipoles are independent. It relates the
value. of or and su measured at temperature T to the concentrations N i and
dipole moments Pi of the polar species (k is Boltznann's constant and s0 is
the pormitivity of free space).

Huraux at. al., [681 used the OnsaSOr theory to analyze the
permittivity of a DGEBA resin (n-0.2) cured with a cycloaliphatic diamine.
They assumed that all of the polar behavior could be attributed to epoxide
groups (see below for an improved assumption), and thus extracted the time
rate of change of opozide groups from the measured rate of change of r
during cuts using the time derivative of both sides of Eqn. D-2 (a did not
change either with temperature or cure). The au and s values were obtained
by examining the Cole-Cole plots of the dipole relaxation data and
extrapolatin# the ares to their endpoints [671 (see Sec. D.4 for additional
details). The rate of epoxy consumption was integrated to obtain the extent
of conversion, which was then used to calculate an average molecular weight
which was found to correlate with viscosity through a power law.

Soualmia et. &1. [701 extended this approach to a spP Alio rate
equation for the chemical kinetics, which they followed independently by
titration for unreacted epoxide. The system studied was a low molecular
weight DGOA rosin cured with a cycloaliphatic diamine. All their
measurements were at room temperature. The titration data agreed well with
a second-order rate equation for the disappearance of spoxide. but in
attempting to assign the reaction-dependent decrease in the dielectrically
derived IN (1 )2 entirely to the disappearance of epoxide groups (i.e.. to
decreases In Al for epoxides), they were forced to the unsatisfactory
conclusion that the effective epoxide moment was changing during cure.
Their dipole moment values were $.3 #O -0  C-s per epozide group for the
pure resin, increasins to 7.1 x 10-3 C-n when LIptially mixed with curing
agent, and subsequently decreasing to 6.24 x 10- 60 C-- at the and of cure.

One implication of Soualmia's result is that the curing agent plays a
significant role In determining so This means that both the curing agent
concentratiom and moment must be determined as part of the analysis.
Sheppard [711 has attempted this for the DORBA (n-0) system cured with DDS.
Figure 22 shows r versus cur time at several temperatures, obtained from
data like that of Fig. 21. The extent of conversion was determined as a
function of tine at each temperature from independent DSC data analyzed with
the autoo"talyzed reaction kinetics model of Sourour and onal [631, which
assumes that the primary and secondary amines react at the same rate, and
further assumes that homopolymerisation of the epoxy is negligible. This
model fits the DSC data up to about 60% epoxy conversion, at which point the
reaction kinetics become noticably diffusion controlled. Up to 60%
conversion, however, the kinetic model can be used to calculate the
concentrations of primary, secondary, and tertiary amines as functions of
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time at each cure temperature. Based on the kinetic model, Sheppard
extracts the temperature dependence of asA gonstani convefsio. Figure 23

shows the corresponding Onsager theory plot. i.e., the left-hand-side of Eq.

D-2 plotted against l/T. Lines extrapolated through the data points do not

-, intersect the origin. indicating that the simple Onsager theory fails.

A similar failure of the Onsager model has beon reported for

polyaoetaldehyde by Williams [721, and In epoxy resins by Sheppard 173).
Williams was able to analyze the polyscetaldohyde data is terms of a
temperature dependent correlation between neighboring dipoles based on a

conformational model of the polymer chain. and Sheppard has noted [351 that
qualitatively, similar conformational Issues should apply to the epoxide and
hydroxyl groups in the epoxy.

Both the slope and intercept point In FIX. 23 change with increasing

extent of conversion, which my be due to changing Ni's and a changing
intordipole correlation. To simplify the analysis, an empirical
modification to the Ousager equation was used to analyze the data:

(or - au Me r +~ a ) NI(Iai) 2  1 1~ 03

where To is the empirical temperature at which the plot intersects the axis
for extsnt-of-cogversicon a. It is implicitly assumed that the concentra-

tions of each polar group, N44 depend on a based on the chemical kinetics.

The data in Fig. 23 were ans lyzed using this model assuming three polar

groups, unroacted epoxide. primary amino*, and reacted &sines (both second-
ary and tertiary). Except for the dipole moments for each species, 1.4 all

quantities in Eq. D-3 were known up to 60% oonversiono A fit to the as 
yielded the agreemeli8 shown as the solid lines in Fig 22 using a dipole
moment of 7.6 x 10-"C-i for the epozide, 14.8 x 10O40 for the Primary

amino, and 12.6 z 10.1 for the reacted amine. The larger moment values for

the amino constituents demonstrate the significant contribution they make to

- the total ar value,

The work of Euraux, Soualais, and Sheppard has demonstrated that it is

possible to make a quantitative Interpretation of the r values (within the

limits of an admittedly difficult theory), and that the ar value is directly

linked to the chemical changes during cure. Nowever. because of the

complications Introduced by dipole correlations, the relaxed permittivity is

- not a useful tool for routine quantitative determination of polar reactive
group concentrations during oce.

D.4 Dipolar Relaxations

This section addresses the effsets of temperature and cure on the

dominant dipolar relaxation, i*e.. the a-transition between the unrelaxed

and relaxed permittivity, with its associated loss-factor peak. As

illustrated in Figs. 20 and 21, this dipolar relaxation is observed as the
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temperature increases through T or during a cure, as T$ increases toward
and even through the cure tempelature.

- Discussion of the dipolar relaxation involves two Issues: first, the
average dipolar nobility at a given temperature and degree of conversion, as
measured by the frequency of the maximum in the loss factor f. (or by its
reciprocal, the typical dipolar relaxation time :d), and, secn, the
detailed distribution of relaxation times as measured by the frequency
dependence of the permittivity and loss factor. In spite of the clear
evidence that the dipolar relaxation is associated with the glass transition
(561, i.e. with vitrification of a curing resin, there is also evidence that
early in cure, the dipolar relaxation time correlates with viscosity [67-
70,74,751. Because the viscosity becomes infinite at slation, it is almost
"natural" (yet incorrect) to assign the dipolar relaxation to gelation (551.
The conflict in the literature can be resolved by ezanizng the fundamental
role that polymer chain mobility plays in both the viscosity and dipolar
nobility.

It is helpful to begin the discussion with dipolar relaxations in pure
epoxy resins, where the complezity of the selation-vitrification issue is
absent. The VIZ equation (531, which Is widely used to model the temperature
dependence of nobility-related material properties, has the fom

* log (aT) - I(C - TS  (D-4)
2 S

where the shift factor sa is defined as the ratio of the property of
interest at temperature? to the same property at a reference temperature TS
(taken as T in the present discussion), and where the sign of the right-
hand-side if chosen according to the sign of the temperature dependence of
the property being analyzed. C1 and C are constants, initially speculated
as having uiversal values, but atually depending on the material system
and on the property being measured. The important point is the dependence
of the shift factor on the AdlLtLern T-Ts.

Sheppard [461 has measured the temperature dependence of fam for a
homologous series of DSUA epoxy rosins with n ranging from 0 to 12. The
results are plotted in Arrhonlas form in Fig. 24. While it is tempting to
assign aetivation energies to these data, careful analysis shows that there
is curvature Is the data, and that the results are better described

": by the ILl equation. The solid curves in Fig. 24 are Sheppard's WIL fit to
the data, which yielded constants C1 and C2 that are comparable to the
"universal* C1 and C2 values. Nowevor, the C1 constant for the high
molecular weight resas (n)2) was 50b of the value for the low MW samples
(n-0, 0.2). The C, value decreased only slightly with a, and had a mean
value of 54 oC. The C1 decrease was attributed to the increasing dipolar
contribution of hydroxyether moieties in the higher molecular weight resins,
Sand to the speculation that these require less free volume to relax than the
polar opozide endgroups.

To connect these results to the dielectric relaxation in curing sys-
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tens, it Is useful to examine the 29Ltuza data of Shito at. a1. [49,501
and of Blyakman et. &1. (51,521. Figure 25 shows the fit of Shito's data
for Td (the reciprocal of fra ) to the VIZ equation for a series of DGEBA
resins cured with a variety-olanhydrides [501. In this case, the data were
fit to the universal WLl equation, uaint the reference temperature as an
adjustable parameter, which fell in the range 55 - 61 oC above T for the
various samples.

The epozy resin data and the post-oure data, taken together, show that
the dipolar relaxation is associated with the temperature dependence of the
polymer chain mobility in the vicinity of the glass transition. The WIL
analysis of the dipolar relaxation dlAn sM has not ben carried out. In
order to complete the analysis, correlated measurements of Tg , extent of
cure, and dielectric properties must be made as funactions of oure time and
temperature. In the absence of such definitive studios, various indirect
methods have been employed to analyze dielectric relaxations in orting
systems, as described below.

The first method has been to draw on an expected correlation between
the relaxation time and viscosity (prior to gelation). The correlation
derives from elementary considerations of viscous drag on dipoles, and was
originally predicted by Debye [251. luraux and co-workers were the first to
report quantiative correlations between the mean dipole relaxation time and
viscosity during epoxy cure [67-701. Lamet st. al., have also reported such
a correlation [74,751. Furthermore, the viaoosity has recently been
analysed from a VIZ point of view. TaJima and Crozier [761, and Apicell,
et. &l., (771 have demonstrated that the temperature dependence of the
viscosity during an epoxy oure can be described by a VLZ equation with a
reference temperature that increases with Increasing extent of conversion.

The implication of all these results is a prediction that thetovrtr udesaden st Ar Adl relaxAato JAM & fA ted conversion°= gWM Mau M aL a"I Mmli Afrnce 1ZA=a A track M

.lass ansiioA U in cre dises fAlf . Work on this is currently
under way at several laboratories.

A second method for analysing the dipolar relaxation In curing systems
is to compare Isothermal cure time required to reach the dipole loss peak
with oure tim required to reach other events, such as vitrification as
measured with torsional braid analysis. One Interesting result of
Sheppardes analysis of pure epoxies [461 is that the loss peak measured in
the frequency range 1-3 Ku tracks T as measured by DSC. Extrapolating from
this result, one expects that durini oue the time to reach the dipole loss
peak at about 1 Is should fall near the vitrification boundary of the time-
temperature-transformation (TT) diagram E781. In most curing systems.
however, the low frequency dipole loss peaks at typical cure temperatuzrs
are obscured by the conductivity; as a result, the dipole peak is observable
only at higher frequencies. Nevertheless, both the present authors [471 and
Zukas, o. al. [791 have found that the temperature dependence of the tine
to reach the dipole peak agrees with the temperature dependence of the time
to reach vitrification. Figure 26 illustrates the loss-peak data at two
frequencies for EPON 825 cuted with DDS superimposed on the TT1 diagram
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measured by aeas and Gillhan using torsional braid analysis [471. While the
parallel tread with oure temperature is clear, the absolute time to reach
the dipole peak at higher frequenois is systematically shorter than the
time to reach vitrification.

A

We now ermine briefly the distribution of relaztion times. The most
direct evidence for a distribution of relaxation times is the departure of
the Cole-Cole plot from a perfect semicircle, as illustrated in Fig. 14.
Whether on uses a Cole-Cole (291. Davidson-Cole [301 or a Williams-Watts
[31,321 function to describe this distribution, a decrease in the parameter
P to less than unity indicates a distribution of relaxation times. As early
as 1965. Olyphant (561 noted that 0 was les than unity, and decreased
during the cure of an sahydride-eured epoxy, indicating a broader
distribution of relaxation times after cure. Euraux and co-workers (67, 701
similarly report a broadening of relaxation time distrubtion during cure.
Sheppard (351 has observed a considerable decrease in the Willians-Watts
with increasing molecular weight of DGUA resine, and also during the cure
of EPO 825 with DDS. Daly and Pethzick [801 examined the relaxation data
for rubber-modified epoxies, and found that 0 was sensitive to the rubber
content of the resin.

The relation between the ohanging relaxation time distribution and the
molecular structure of the curing system has not been determined. There is.
however, one important experimental implication to these observations.
Because both s r and 0 change during cu re, one must actually measure the
complete frequency dependence of the eO and ow at a given state of cure in
order to characterize the relaxation time distribution. Measurements made
at one frequency throughout the cure process, when plotted on a Cole-Cole
diagram, do not necessarily provide information about the relaxation time
distribution.

D.5 Conductivity

This section addresses the effects of temperature and cure on the Ionic
conductivity. The starting point is the assumption that the ions involved
are primarily impurities, such as residual sodium and chloride ions, and
that their concentrations do not change approeiably during ece. This
appears to be a good assumption for epoxy resins [241. It permits
conductivity eheages to be interpreted in terms of changes in ion mobility,
which can, In turn, be related to the mobility of the pol7mer chains.
However, these assumptions can be expected to fail when water is a product
of the curing reaction, such as in phenolic resins and sone polyinides (in
which a protonic conduction mechanism has been suggested [811). If the
mobile ion content is changing, analysis of the conductivity requires
knowing the concentration and mobility of each mobile species, introducing
complexity analogous to that encountered in See. D.3 in interpreting the
relaxed permittivity.

As noted in See. C.1, resistivity and viscosity are correlated prior to
gelation. a result that has been evident since the earliest work in this
field (1-4.42.43,82-851. However, as gelation is approached, the viscosity
diverges, while the resistivity remains finite and varies continuously as
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Our$ proceeds. Figure 27 illustrates this behavior with data from Tajins
and Crozier [831. In Sec. D.4. it was shown that the dipolar mobility
tracks the polymer mobility through a VIP dependence on T and T
Similarly. O3 might expect that the oonductivity (the aoeiprool of
resistivity) also tracks polymer nobility through a VIP equation. The
correlation between resistivity and viscosity prior to gelation. where the
viscosity obeys a VIW equation, supports this idea. Further direct evidence
for the WW behavior of the conductivity is reviewed below.

Sheppard [46] has studied the temperature dependence of the conductiv-
ity In a homologous series of DDBOA resins with n in the range from 0 to
12. The data are shown plotted in Arrhenius fashion in Fig. 28, with the
solid lines representing the fit of the IY equation to the data. Similar
temperature dependences of the conductivity have been reported in fully-
cued epoxy systems [24,861. In both cases, and Just as with the dipolar
nobility, the driving force behind the observed temperature dependence is
the nobility of the polymer as determined by the difference T-T . There
are, however, differenes in detail between the temperature dopindences of
the dipolar mobility and the conductivity. The first is that the C1 con-
stant Sheppard obtained for the conductivity is completely independent of
the molecular weight of the resin, which suggests that the free volume
required for ion transport does not depend on the structural details of the
molecular matrix. A further result is that unlike the dipolar mobility, for
which the C constant was nearly independent of n the C2 constant appro-
priate to tie conduotivity tracked TS; that is, T-C 2 is nearly constant.

These results can be used as a guide to Interpreting conductivity data
during cure using the WLV equation. As with the dipolar nobility, one would
expect gbu Asuaiuu nZ 1h usiLty l fixedh conversion 1
.b .hn WLU mation uA MMz rfLrem tomuauz tIrak I"z zlua
trasuitin ton na i u it Lacreassa luJjj jj. Correlated measurements
of conductivity, chemical conversion, and T have not been reported to
verify this prediction, but experiments aloig these lines are under way at
several laboratories.

Even in the absence of direct confirming evidence, we can use the VIW
appioach to explain a number of results already in the literature. Figure
29 illustrates sehematieally how the conductivity would vary with l/T at two
different eztents of ohemisal conversion. The arrow Indicates the pathway
during a& isothermal cure, in which the matorial starts at higher conductiv-
ity, where the slope against l/T is relatively low, and moves toward lower
conductivity, where the slope is larger. The slope represents the effective
"activation energy" for conductivity which would be extracted from an
Arrhenius plot of conductivity over a limited temperature range. The graph
shows that this apparent activation energy would increase during oure, a
result first reported by WarfLeld and Petroe in 1959 [571, and subsequently

* analyzed by Sheppard [351. Conceptually, as T increases during cure toward
the curo temperature, one is moving down the hy surveo to lower conductivity
and steeper slope, hence, higher apparent activation energy.

This same idea helps explain the 'koe" in the conductivity-vetns-
time data noted by many workers, but specifically interpreted as gelation by
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Acitelli. ot. al. [601. The data are shown in Fig. 30a. including Acitelli's
observation of the coincidence between the time to reach gelation and the
time at which the extrapolated linear regioss intersect. We now understand
this coincidence; it is not related to gelation, but results from the
autocatalyzed reaction kinetics coupled with the specific properties of the
VLF equation, as explained below.

When time rather than temperature Is the variable, the reaction
kinetics must be considered. As noted earlier, the epoxy-amise care is
autocatalyzed, and consequently, the maximmm rate of reaction occurs at
about 30 to 401 conversion. Therefore. the tine rate of chansge of T also
reaches a mazimum at these conversions. as demonstrated by Husuenin End
Klein [48]. Furthermore, as cne proceeds. the difference T-T decreases,
and the conductivity becomes more sensitive to chasges in T is illustrated
in Fig. 29.

The combined offset of these two mochanisms will lead to three regions
of conductivity behavior in an isothermal cure. Early in car, where the
reaction rate is low and the sensitivity to T changes is small, the con-
ductivity decreases relatively slowly with auto time. Later in cure, both
the reaction rate and rate of change of T with time reach mazimum values.
while the sensitivity to T changes increlses, leading to a rapidly changing
conductivity with time. Finally, towards the end of cure, the reaction
becomes diffusion controlled, so the change in T with time is very small.
and the the conductivity versus time curve levell out. These three regions
are clearly evident in the data of Fig. 30s. To have simulated the first two
of these regions (351 by'first estimating the variation of T with time and
then obtaining the conductivity from the IL equation using 1hoppard's C1
and C2 constants for DGOnA resins [461. The T variation was determined by
combining the autocatalyzed kinetics [61, 631 tith an empirical relation
between T and a proposed by DiBenedetto, and applied to epoxy systems by
Adabbo &n Williams [871 and by Ens and Gillham (781. The resulting conduc-
tivity versus time is plotted in Fig. 30b, which shows the knee of the
Acitelli data at the appropriate time. Since the model used for the simula-
tion makes no reference to gelation, we assert that the coincidence of the
knee with the Sl time is fortuitous. This model also shows why it is
inappropriate to attempt to equate time rates of change of dielectric par-
ameters. such as condutivity, directly to time rates of change of chomioal
conversion (so also gs. D.2).

BlooLS-layer effects are also sensitive to the conductivity change
during ce. As demonstrated in See. C.2, electrode polarization can load
to a Cole-Cole diagram that is similar to the Debye equation for dipole
orientation, but with mmoh larger apparent pormittivities. If the thickness
of the blocking layer does not vary during cure (which will be the case if
the ion content remains fixed), the "relaxation time" associated with this
polarization is proportional to the resistivity of the medium, and, hence,
should track viscosity early in cure. The present authors reported such a
correlation [541; Zukass st. al*. [791 have subsequently confirmed that the
time to the loss peak associated with electrode polarization tracks the
"isoviscous" event in torsional braid analysis.
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Finally, from a pragmatic point of view, the conductivity is a very
sensitive probe of cure. Not only does it become increasingly sensitive to
changes in T as the end of cure Is reached, but it can almost always be
measured, evin in the presence of dipolar effects, by decreasing the
measurement frequeney. The conductivity is equally sensitive to small
decreases in T that result from degradation, a result first noted by War-
field [5. * jplieations of conductivity measurement to cure studies are
reviewed in see. If.

L MMPJCLTIM

In Section D. we have examined, from a fundamental point of view, how
temperature sad cure affeet the dielectric properties of thormosetting
resins. The principal conclusions of that study were (1) that conductivity
(or its reciprocal, resistivity) is perhaps the most useful overall probe of
cue state, (2) that dipolar relsations are associated with the glass

transition (i.e., with vitrifioatiton). (3) that correlations between vis-
cosity and both resistivity and dipole relaxation time are expected early in
cure, but will disappear as golation is approached. and (4) that the relaxed
permittivity follows chemical changes durimg cue but is cumbersome to use
quantitatively.

This section presents a cross-reforenced bibliography on the applica-
tion of dieleetrie property measurements to thermosetting materials. Our
literature search identified almost 200 papers with some relevance to the
subject. Of these, we have selected about 70 for inclusion in this section.
These papers provide particularly useful application examples, or provide
data typical of the particular material or application which future investi-
sators can use for comparisons with their owa results.

The bibliography is presented in the form of two Tables. Table I
references the papers by the material system under study; Table 11 refer-
*aces the papers by the application involved andlor by the type of data
presented. As is evident in Table It most of the literature involves
epoxies, and most of the applications to composites are either for epoxy-
Slass or opozy-graphite systems.

In the Applications categories of Table 11, except for those papers
identified as presenting post-oure results, all of the papers involve our-
ing. No differentiation was made as to isothermal or ramped cure. since
both types of data would be of importance to any particular resin system.
The heading Cure Rate and/or Catalyst Studies' Includes those papers in
which explicit correlations between cure temporature or catalyst concentra-
tio are presented, whereas the heading Genoral Process Monitoring" in-
cludes papers where, for the most part, commercial rosin or prepreg systems
are carried through nominal cure cycles.

The Data Type categories of Table 11 are used to identify those papers
either where quantitative results on the indicated dielectric property have

been obtained, or where the data is typical of the system of interest.
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a extent of conversion

P pdistribution parameter

tanb bulk material loss tangent

tau&b experimental loss tangent (equivalent to D)

to permittivity of free space. #.85 z 10- 14 1/rm

ar et relaxed permittivity (relative to 8O)

au unrolaxed permittivity (relative to so; equivalent to a',)

a' bulk permittivity (relative to so )

tox experimental permittivity (relative to so )

at 'd  dipole contribution to the relative permittivity

t" •o  infinite-frequency relative permittivity (equivalent to a.)

an bulk loss factor (relative to so )

anx " experimental loss factor (relative to so )

'I viscosity

p dipole moment

p resistivity (equivalent to l/a)

a conductivity (equivalent to lip)

.d dipole relaxation time

P phase difference between voltage and current

Sangular frequency

a ohms
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A area Of Parallel Plate electrodes

C eqUIvalent Circuit representation of bulk sample capacitance

Cb blocking-layer capac itance

CL capacitance of *icrodislectrometer floating gate

C1C..) experimentally measured sample capacitance

C, constant in Williana-Loadel-Forry (VIP) equation

C2  constant in Villiams-Landel-Ferry (W) equation

D dissipation factor (equivalent to tan&,)

H(w) microdielectrometer transfer function

i(t) time-vazying current

I complex: amplitude of i(t)

L spacing of parallel plate electrodes

Ni concentration of itk ion

qj chat&* of itk ion

Q(t) time-varying charge

ri radius of ith ion

R equivalent circuit representation of bulk sample resistance

R z(w) experimentally measured sample resistance

tb blocking-layer thicknessa

Tg Slags transition temperature

Ui mobility of ith iou

vMt tine-varying voltage

V complex amplitude of v(t)

Y(W) experimentally measured admittance
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Figure 1 "Bl1ack-box" view of dielectric measurement. Apparatus applies a
time-'varying voltage v(t) to the electrodes and measures the time-
varying current i~t).

10 cos(Wt+4) V0 COS((AJt)

Figure 2 Sinusoidal voltage and current waveforms having a phase difference

4P.
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Figure 3 Equivalent circuit for the admittance of the electrodes and sample
of Figure 1.
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".. '"gure 4 Parallel plate electrodes.
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Sample material "
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Substrate 05 .
°!:.:(b)

Fiure 5 a) Top view of comb electrodes. b) C:oss-seotion where the
insulating substrate is much thicker then the electrode spacing.
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electrode Y(w) electrodeSilicon dioxide t CL

Silicon substrate

Figure 6 Cross-section of microdielectrometer sensor. The silicon dioxide
insulator is much thinner than the electrode spacing. Y(w) is the
comb electrode admittance; CL is the capacitance between the
floating electrode and the substrate.

I

-40 -30 -20 -tO 0
Mognitude (decibels)

Figure 7 Calibration of the microdielectrometer sensor, shoving contours of
constant peruittivity and loss factor as a function of the
magnitude and phase of the transfer function H(). (Reprinted
from (73 with pomission of IEEE. @ 1985 IEEE.)
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Figure 8 Schematic top view of actual microdielectrometer sensor,
illuStrating the comb electrode structure, field effect
transistors and thermal diode temperature indicator. (Reprinted
with permission of Micromet Instruments. Inc.)
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Figure 9 Schematic diagram of admittance measurement.

RANOOM ORIENTATION POLARIZATION

DIPOLES STARTS

040d

Figure 10 Schematic Illustration of dipole orientation process in the

presence of an applied electric field. (Reprinted from [38] with

permission of Gordon and Breach Science Publishers.)
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Figure il-Debye single relaxation time model for dipole orientation showing
(a) permittivity and (b) loss factor as a function of the product
of the angular frequency w and the dipole relaxation time Td. The
relaxed permittivity is ar and the unrelaxed permittivity is cu
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FISS96 12 Illustration of the effect of conductivity a on the frequency
dependence of the loss factor.
a) a 0;O b),c),d) a IC(SIsu)SOinO.l,,1O.
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Figure 13 Cole-Cole diagram Illustrating effect of varying conductivity
levels as in Figure 12. Permittivity is from Figure 11a.
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Figure 14 Cole-Colo diagrams Illustrating dipole relaxation behavior.
a) Debye single relaxation time model. b) Williams-Watts
expression wIth P-;O.S. a) Cole-Cole expression with P-O.S.
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Figure 15 Schematic illustration of ion conduction in the presence of an

applied electric field leading toelectrode, polarization.
:- (Reprinted from [381 with permission of Gordon and Breach Science

00 Publishers. )
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'.'-"Figure 16 Equivlent circuit for the electrode admittance in the presence of
':',-..electrode polarization. (Reprinted from (381 with permission of

~Gordon and Breach Science Publishers.)
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Figure 17 Cole-Cole diagram of the dielectrio properties of a DGEBA epoxy
resin measured on a microdieleotrometer sensor with blocking
layers of indicated thickness. (Reprinted from E381 with
permission of Gordon and Breach Soinco Publishers.)
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Figure 18 Schematic Illustration of loss tangent behavior durLng a
hypothetical cure for indicated values of the ratio L/2tb.

(Rlprinted from [38J with permission of Gordon and Breach Science

Publishers.)
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Figures 19 Plot Of viscosity and dissipation factor durinSgcure of an epoxyrestn illustratinS "camel-back" In dissipation factor and thecorrespondence of the minimum viscosity with the minimum betweenthe two dissipation factor peaks. (Reprinted from C421 withpermission of the Society of Plastics Engineers.)
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Figudre 20 Plot of permittivity and loss factor versus temperature for EPON
828 reSal la the viclnity of the glass transition. (Reprinted
from [446 vith permission of the authors.)
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Figure 21 Plot of permittivity and loss factor versus time during the cure
of a low Molecular weight DG AB rest (ZION 825) with DDS at
137 OC. (Reprinted from C471 with permission of the Society for
th- Advancement of Notarial and Proesss Engineering.)
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Figure 22 Plot of relazed permittivity versus tine for a low molecular
weight DGDlB resin (EPON 125) cured Isothermally with DDS at
temperatures between 4101 and 460L Crosses reprosent
experimental data; the solid curve represents the model described
I the text. (Reprinted from (711, with permission of the Society
of Plastics Engineers.)
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Figure 23 Test plot of the Onseor relation (Eq. D-2) for the data of Figure
22 at different. extents of conversion as determined by DSC
measurements. (Reprinted from [711 vith permission of the Society
of Plastios Ragineors.)
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Figure 24 Arrhenius plot of the frequency of maximum dipole loss for DGE3A
epoxy rosins of varying molecular weights. a) n-12.1; b)5.1; c)
3.4; d) 2.1; o) 0.6; f) 0.2; g) 0. (Reprinted from C46] with
permission of the authors.)
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Figure 25 Shito's test plot of the WilliLams-Landel-Ferry equation f or the
dipole relazation time in an aahydride-cured epoxy. (Reprinted
from (503 vith permission of Yohn Wiley and Sons, Inc.)
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Figure 26 Time-temperaturo-transformation diagram for the system EPON
82S/DDS shoving times to reach dipole loss peaks at 10 and 10,000
Hz. (Reprinted from (47] with permission of the Society for the
Advancement of- Material and Process Engineering.)
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Figure 27 .Tjimsls plot of viscosity and resistance during the cure of an
epozy resa. (Reprinted from 1761 with permission of the
Society of Plastics Engineers.)
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]Figure 28'Arheonjs plot of the conductivity for DODBA epoxy resins of
YurYIAg Molecular weights. a) a-12.1; b) 5.1; a) 3.4; d) 2.1; e)
0.6C3 f) 31-0.2; S) 0. (Reprinted fromt C461 with permission of the
authors.)
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Figure 29 Schematio illustration of the temperature dependence of the
conductivity during tvo points, of an isothermal thermoset outo.
(Reprinted from [S] with permission of the Masasohusetts
Institute of Technology.)
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Figure 30 a) Conductivity data of Acitelli for the 57 *C cure of a low
molecular voeiht DGEBA resin with m-phenylene diamine. (Reprinted
from 1601 with the permission of the publisher Butterworth
Scientifi. Ltd.). b) Simulation of the data of Figure 30a
using a chemical kinetic model to determine T versus time and a
IL equation Is to determine the conduztivity. (Reprinted from
[351 with permission of the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology.)
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